
 

 

Instructor: Donna Slawsky, Mosaics 

Class dates (all 2:45 to 5pm at Cross Pointe Fellowship Church, Holmes Beach , FL):   

Session 1 – Jan. 6, 13, 20 
Session 2 – Jan. 27, Feb. 3, 10 
Session 3 – March 9, 16, 23  
Session 4 – March 30, April 6, 13 

 

Class Description 
The goal of this class is to complete a mosaics piece, including creating an 

image or design for the mosaic, applying the mosaic pieces (tesserae) and 

grouting.   

First class:  Learn basics of mosaics, including techniques, glues, tools, how to 

use tools (cutter and nipper).  At this session we’ll come up with a design for 

your mosaic and draw it out on a surface for your piece of art. 

Second class:  Apply the tesserae to the surface using either glass or broken 

china.  Gluing and cutting techniques will be reviewed.   

Third class:  Mostly grouting 

Materials provided.  If you have a surface for the mosaic, you can bring it to 

the class.  It must be rigid (not bendable) and can be metal, glass, a vase or 

flowerpot, or wood.  Outdoor pieces should not be on wood.  The surface 

should be small (no larger than 6 x 6), since it takes time to apply the tesserae.   

About the artist:  Donna Slawsky and her husband moved to Anna Maria Island from Greenwich Village 

in New York City in 2011.  They opened Arts & Eats Restaurant and Gallery in the Bradenton Village of 

the Arts in 2012 and retired in 2018.  Donna finally has the time and energy to devote to her mosaic art. 

Donna is influenced by materials in the form of fine china or stained glass.  The colors and patterns in 

drive the artist to design and execute mosaics, both functional (as in her trays and mirrors) and artful.  

The sights, colors, and bird life on Anna Maria Island are evident in Donna’s work.  Her attention to 

detail, especially in her mosaics of birds, is driven by a love and admiration for the natural world.  Donna 

loves to create art from broken objects that might otherwise be discarded.  Creating beauty from these 

shards of china and glass is a metaphor for piecing together a beautiful life from experiences both 

difficult and wonderful.   

 


